
Roberto Lopez
Technician and SMT Machine Operator
El Paso, TX 79938
roberto.lopez50@yahoo.com
917-858-0801

To obtain a position where I can use my skills and knowledge in a business environment.
Authorized to work in the US for any employer

Work Experience

SMT Technician and Operator
Technology Dynamics Inc. -  Bergenfield, NJ
February 2017 to Present

Setting up pick and place (My Data) machines selecting the building materials, adding or editing program on the
machines. Inspecting, hand placing parts on the PCB's. Developing new products and improving the existing ones.
Preventive maintenance to all machinery (SMT line).

SMT Machine Operator and technician
RFL (Commtech Temporary Services) -  Boonton, NJ
November 2015 to March 2016

Responsibilities 
Setting up all machines and picking up all parts for the jobs. Inspect the product and fix anything if they needed. For
quality purpose. 
 
Accomplishments 
I reach and keep the company goals during this time. 
 
Skills Used 
I can work with minimum of supervision.

SMT Machine Operator
Crestron Electronics -  Cresskill, NJ
June 2015 to October 2015

Responsibilities 
Adding and editing program, setting-up machines: screen printer, pic and place, reflow oven, AOI machine as well.
Inspection final product, assembling some 
especial parts on panels, etc... 
 
Accomplishments 
Reaching personal and company goals everyday. 
 
Skills Used 
Dedication and team work.

Technician and SMT Machine Operator



VISION RESEARCH, INC -  Wayne, NJ
March 2011 to April 2015

Responsibilities: Setting machine, editing, upgrading program and operating machine, Preventive maintenance,
knowledge on micrometers,multimeters, calipers, analyzers, etc... 
A.O.I. Inspecting machine (MIRTEC), hand assembling 
Sup. Pernell Thomas

SMT Machine Operator
Solectron Corp -  Aguadilla, PR
August 2000 to October 2005

Setting up machines and picking parts for the production of the shift, Visual Inspection, some minor reworking as well.

Cleaning, Deburring and Machinist Inspector
KAMATICS CORP -  Bloomfield, CT
March 1997 to September 1999

Cleaning Deburring Kron Bearings, reworking, inspection in 100% of the production per shift. Hardness material test,
Tumbling and some machine shop assistance operator.

Education

High school or equivalent in General
GED -  Aguadilla, PR
January 1980 to December 1980

Skills

Handy man, multy tasking person, know how to use multimeter precision instruments as well. (10+ years), A lot
of experience on preventive maintenance on machines, conveyors and any other machinery on manufacturing
environment plus No need to much supervised. (10+ years)

Certifications/Licenses

Surface Mount Technology (SMT) operator
May 2002 to Present

Additional Information

To whom it may concern  
 
Re: Obtain a position in a business environment 
 
I’m highly motivated willing to fulfill a challenging full time job. In the past my experience was focused on Technician
and SMT Machine Operator. 
 



In these jobs, I learned how to adapt to customers expectation and deal with a wide variety of different people and
situations. 
 
I consider myself to be a quick learner, open-minded and responsible. I am proud of myself on being creative, eager
to learn, motivated and flexible. 
 
With my attention to detail and being driven to work hard. I can offer support to your team.  
 
If you need any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you soon.


